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i have created a photoshop plugin for picking colour. it’s the best i’ve seen on the market. it is used by professional artists for colour selection for painting. the colour wheel is very intuitive and works on its own too. the colour wheel itself stays
real but when choosing a colour it adjusts to show the colour in human terms as well. i just recently became a good enough artist that i started working professionally. i started working as a designer for companies such as amc, nike, lego, marvel,
sony and others. currently, i am working as a freelance graphic designer for companies such as amc, nike, marvel, starbucks, and htc. i started working for the amc studios, creating episodes and storyboards for shows such as the walking dead,
breaking bad and fear the walking dead. i was one of the first employees hired to work on the walking dead. i was hired to storyboard the most intense scenes for the end of the season 3 finale. i think i got lucky. but after a few seasons working
there i decided to apply for a more artistic role. i became the storyboard coordinator, which basically made me the storyboard artist for the show. i was the main artist of all the episodes. i drew, color-corrected and painted all the backgrounds of
the scenes, as well as drawing and painting the characters, props and vehicles. magicpicker has following features : color scheme panel color scheme panel can be automatically resized color scheme can be placed anywhere (drag and drop)
magicpicker can work both in layers and outside of the layers color scheme can be fully saved and loaded, color scheme can be copied from one document to another magicpicker have advanced color science enabled

Magicpicker 2.2 86

magicpicker was developed with the following goals : if you know how to paint (color theory), magicpicker will be your perfect paint and color tool because you can use the color wheel, color scheme and vibrance values! if you are a designer and
have color design experience, magicpicker will help you with a color palette or color scheme, the color wheel will help you to paint any image (color, tone, saturation, etc.). if you want to use a standard color wheel, magicpicker can be your best
friend magicpicker lets you use any type of image (image or texture) as a color picker, or as a color scheme panel, without any pre-process. magicpicker will automatically read the image type. the color scheme panel can be resized dynamically

to any size, and placed anywhere (drag and drop). i've been talking alot lately and theres been to much liunchbacking and talking behindhand, so ill reaserch for a better way to seacrh news and blog update, elsbays solved the problem of i
couldn't remember th url to th blog.. anyway here i'll try to summarise what has happened in the last couple of weeks: safari 4.1 was released for windows and theres been some major improvements and fixes over firefox 5.0.2. there's also

progress with the “make it so” adv. set you brower to open with your cmder profile and type "powershell -command makeitso" at the command prompt and bam you're done! the days just fly by fast. illustrator version cs6 was released, and to top
it off, adobe released beta of photoshop cs6. a big change will come in this version: the unified interface. this works for both ps and ai and will mainly be used for those editors. with it, you can combine both layers and effects. you can even use

the same logo or canvas in both the psd and ai. also added support for preview zoom. adobe's support for the magicpicker plugin is amazing. i mean, i'm sure that there are a lot of things they didn't have time to work on. a big shout out to them,
cause i really feel that if i wouldn't have them by my side they would have never been released in time! big shout out to the community; this milestone would not be possible if you guys wouldn't comment and give me feedback. once again, a big

shout out to the guys from sitepen and pixlr.com. check out th swirly blog post about it! 5ec8ef588b
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